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And Kenneth Carpenter
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For more than 100 years Utah State University has provided quality
education to people throughout Utah. As technology has changed, so have
we. Today, it has never been easier or more convenient to earn a degree
from USU wherever you are. USU distance education:
• is one of the best educational values in Utah and the United States
• has more than 50 different degrees and programs in a variety of disciplines
• offers 15 online degrees available nationally and internationally
• has 29 local USU campuses and centers throughout Utah
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3 NEWS@USU
Need to scale a building, or maybe a mountain face?
Check out the superhero power USU engineers came
up with while rocking the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Design Challenge.
6 CAMPAIGN UPDATE
It’s all adding up; preparations are buzzing right along
for October’s capstone event celebrating The Campaign
for Utah State University. Here we offer just a few
preliminary numbers to consider before we all get a
chance to ponder full impact.
28 ALUMNS AT LARGE
Homecoming 2012 is just around the corner. Get the
info. Make your plans. Call or tweet a friend. Now
meet this year’s group of exceptional honorees who
will be returning to USU to make this week-long
celebration truly memorable.

8

24

MONSTERS IN THE HOUSE 8

Kenneth Carpenter ended up naming a very important
find after something he’d seen in a darkened movie theater
long ago. His career has been shedding light on the
paleontologic world ever since.

WHERE THE WILD
THINGS ARE 14

The Jack London Society is
headed to Logan for a symposium
in October. But did you know
Special Collections and Archives
holds the second-largest collection
of primary-source Jack London
material anywhere? And to expand
the sense of adventure, we’re
throwing in staff-member picks of
unrelated collection items that may
well become your own personal
nuggets of discovery.
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Kenneth Carpenter, director and curator of
paleontology at Utah State University-College of
Eastern Utah Prehistoric Museum in Price.
Donna Barry, University photographer.
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A student in USU’s ROTC program helps
to demonstrate the engineering students’
winning design.
Donna Barry, University Photographer.
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Super strong: USU
Engineers climb to top
Whether it’s flying over a wall like Iron
Man in the latest Avenger’s movie or
swinging from building to building with
ease like Spiderman through Manhattan’s
skyline, military forces have long looked
for ways to emulate these superheroes.
A group of Utah State University
mechanical and aerospace engineering
students pulled out their best superhero
tricks, using engineering principals,
some basic math and a lot of ingenuity,
to design a system for special operations
force personnel to scale buildings
or mountain faces under a variety
of conditions. The students’ efforts
were part of the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Design Challenge. The
design was a success that garnered
the group first place in the national
competition.
Using three components — a
vacuum ascender, an adhesive anchor
and a rope ascender — the Utah State
University team took its design to the
National Center for Medical Readiness
training facility to compete against 16
universities that included Arizona State,

Johns Hopkins and Brigham Young
University for the top honor.
In August 2011 teams were given
the warfighter-focused engineering design
challenge, $20,000 for materials and
fabrication and nine months to come
up with a demonstrable solution. Teams
were judged on both objective measures
(weight, size, velocity achieved) and
subjective measures (ease of operation,
usability, stealth, innovation and
elegance).
The USU team ended up with a
design that allows a person to put their
hands and feet into a spider-like vacuum
contraption allowing them to climb a
wall. After reaching the top of the wall,
the climber then places adhesive anchors
on the top of the structure before sending
down a rope strong enough to hold
300 pounds with which the other team
members are able to ascend the wall.
“We went into this competition not
knowing what the requirements were
going to be,” said TJ Morton, mechanical
and aerospace engineering student and
team captain. “The competition allowed
us to use everything we had learned about
in our engineering courses and apply it to
a genuine design problem.”
During the course of the school year,
the team went through several trial and
error ideas before coming up with the one
that worked.
“I really liked this challenge because
it was hard,” said mechanical aerospace
engineering professor and team mentor
Steve Hansen. “Coming up with a viable
and practical solution really challenged
the students.”
The Utah State University team was
the only team to get all four required
military personnel to the top of a 90-foot
wall.
“The logistics of this project became
real very quick,” said team member Dan
Aguirre. “Someone was actually relying
on our design to climb a wall. You can’t
get that in a textbook.”
This fall, the team will try to secure
a $100,000 grant to further develop its
innovative idea for the Air Force. They’ve
already been featured in several national
media outlets, including NBC, MSNBC
and in Popular Mechanics.
		
— Maren Cartwright ’00
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The Making of a Rock Star
Parker Pratt, Merlin, Ore., sophomore. Flutters into Utah State on the
trusted advice of a mentor, thinks civil engineering will be the thing, but —
interestingly enough — now favors human movement science, emphasizing
pre physical therapy. “Always wanted to, just needed an extra kick.” And then
there’s this climbing thing: breezy Saturday mornings in Logan Canyon, slingshot right out of his zone, literal life-on-the-line with all-the-edginess-you-canhandle kind of deal. Climbing: something that — for the first time — Parker
Pratt can’t be naturally amazing at. “It challenges me in a way I’m not used to.
It challenges me in every way,” he says. And he likes that. He likes, too, that
it’s a sociable, community thing, like his job at the Taggart Student Center’s
Quickstop. And he likes that there exists the possibility of … falling? “I don’t
want to, but just the fact that I might, creates this focus, this concentration, this
dedication,” he says. “It’s become something of a reward system; I tell myself
I have to get things done before I can go climb.” He started seriously only this
summer, but at Utah State University, Parker Pratt climbs.
Jared Thayne photo
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It’s all adding up

Nothing has been, or ever will be, the same since July 1, 2003,
when The Campaign for Utah State University officially began. The
days since have been humbling, extraordinary, energy-packed,
buzzing, challenging, euphoric and generally flat-out amazing. So,
as we prepare for the cap-off event in October, take a minute to
try to wrap your head around these numbers, which offer only a
glimpse of what has really happened. More to come, soon.

190

New scholarships
poised to power dreams
into action.

Exceptional, inspiring,
humbling and
astounding age of
our oldest donor.

29,752
$25 gifts. That’s $743,800 and that’s
jaw-droppingly powerful.
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Colleges forever transformed by soul-humbling,
generations-altering, knee-bending, breath-taking, we’llnever-feel-like-we’re-done-with-the-thank-you-making
naming gifts.

234

New buildings dotting the USU
landscape. (More new windows
of opportunity than even those
superheroes can leap).

New endowments
established, including:
5 Chairs
7 Fellowships
$28.4 million to scholarship
endowments alone
3 Professorships.

34

Inches:
Length of the giant scissors
used during many of the
ribbon cuttings throughout the
campaign. And yes, they’ve had
need to be sharpened, and go
ahead, imagine that phone call.

53,785

Alumni, friends and superheroes
reaching beyond themselves to
make a gift. Wow!

12

th

The Friday in October set aside
to celebrate the campaign’s
profound transformation
on Utah State University —
possible only because Aggie
friends and superheroes have
proven once again they can
always be counted on.
Get ready.
FALL 2012 I UTAHSTATE 7
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Ken Carpenter holding the skull of a
modern bison, related to the bison
latifrons on display in the museum’s
hall of archaeology.
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Monsters

Story by John DeVilbiss
Photography by Donna Barry ’06 MFA

in the
House

He was just 5-years-old sitting in a darkened room when the monster entered his life.
What happened next changed him forever. The monster was Godzilla. The darkened
room was a small theater showing the original Godzilla, King of the Monsters. The young
boy was Kenneth Carpenter, born in Tokyo, Japan, in 1949, “a few years before the Big
Ken Carpenter Leaves
Guy ravaged that city,” he said.
What he saw that thrilling day on the silver screen sparked a flame for those terrible
Godzilla in the Dark
lizards that still burns brightly and started him down a life-long path in the study of
dinosaurs. Today he is the director and curator of paleontology at Utah State Universityto Brighten the
College of Eastern Utah Prehistoric Museum in Price, and he has never forgotten who
helped him to get there.
Paleontologic World
Yes, his mom was the one who took him to the show that day, but it was the king,
Godzilla, who captured his imagination. And if you have any doubts about the great
impact the reptilian movie star had on this young boy, look no further than Gojirasaurus
quayi, a very large 225-million-year-old dinosaur from New Mexico that he named after
Godzilla 43 years later.
Carpenter got christening rights because he discovered the bones. He said the genus
name, Gojirasaurus, is based on the Japanese name for Godzilla. The species name quayi
is for Quay County, New Mexico, where he found the bones in 1981.
“It is exciting to know that when I uncover a bone it has not seen the light of day
for tens of millions of years and that I am the first person to see it,” he said. “There is
the excitement of the possibility that the bone will be part of a
skeleton and that the skeleton will be something new to science.
Or if it is something better than previously found.”
Even before becoming a student at the University of
Colorado, Boulder, where he eventually earned a doctorate in
geology, Carpenter seemed to have a knack for finding bones.
He was still in high school when he and his fossil hunting friend
from elementary school days noticed a freshly dug drainage
ditch outside their town of Security, Colo. They had learned that
construction sites could unearth treasures that they as boys with
picks and shovels could never hope to uncover. As they explored
through the freshly turned soil, they spotted bones. Their hearts
raced as they carefully uncovered something large – very large.
They did not know it then, but what they were looking at was
the pelvic bone of a giant ground sloth.
These young, amateur paleontologists found something
that was truly once-in-a-lifetime. They uncovered a 30,000-yearold prehistoric monster that eventually found its way to the
A museum visitor studying the Allosaurus skeleton.
Museum of Natural History in Denver.
FALL 2012 I UTAHSTATE
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The USU Eastern Prehistoric Museum’s
hall of archaeology featuring a Huntington
Mammoth and Ute teepee. (Bones along
bottom of page: Camarasaurus.)

“I knew when I found it that it was
scientifically important and not a cow
bone as my father thought,” he said.
There is nothing novel about
doubting a dad when you’re a teenager,
but what is noteworthy is that this
adolescent happened to be right. He
armed himself early with knowledge and
the no-nonsense methodology of science
that gave him the confidence and drive to
keep on digging. Two years later as
an undergraduate at CU, his
enthusiasm caught the
attention of some
discerning
professors.

They saw aptitude in this young scholar.
“I was very fortunate in that the
two faculty in the geology section of our
school’s museum saw great promise in
me,” he said.
They gave the young Indiana Jones
of bones an unheated room in the loft
of the museum that contained a 2-by-3foot desk with a single center drawer. But

most important, they gave him keys to a
pickup, $100, and the freedom to roam
to his heart’s content.
“I was never told where or what to
collect,” he said. “I would stay in the field
until the truck was full or the money
ran out. I literally have thousands of
specimens with me listed as a collector.
I doubt any university would
grant such a privilege to an
undergraduate these days.”

10 UTAHSTATE I FALL 2012
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It was the incubator in which this
prodigy of paleontology developed and
thrived. It allowed him to continue doing
what he started even prior to entering
college: discover, document and publish.
From the tender age of 18 when he was
first published in the National Geographic
School Bulletin, he has gone on to publish
233 scientific papers ranging from the
plates and spikes of Stegosaurus to
dinosaur reproduction myths and facts,
and with no sign of slowing down.
After graduating in 1980, the
young Carpenter, still thinking about
the semester apprenticeship he spent in
the fossil preparation laboratory at the
Smithsonian Institution museum, went
to work in a variety of museums across
the country before ending up in Price.
It’s here in a place where you are
surrounded by the bones and specimens
of the grandest of fossils that you find
a rather unassuming but very much at
home Dr. Carpenter. The museum is his
passion and its rural setting suits him
fine, but he’s far from isolated.
He is currently a consultant for
“Planet Dinosaur” and a bit of a media
darling with more than 30 television
appearances, including the Discovery
Channel and A&E. Just hang around him
long enough and you’ll soon see why he’s
the go-to guy for all things dinosaur and
why he has come to love the area around
Price where dinosaurs, of all things, really
took a shine to Utah a few million
years ago.

Great dinosaur graveyards,
conveniently close to the museum, give
Carpenter the chance to continue to
research and publish findings that are
gaining worldwide attention.
This year he received the UniBio
Press Award for paleontological research.
The international award is given each
year to authors who produce the most
frequently accessed paper among all the
journal papers published the previous
year. His award-winning research focused
on his study of the Allosaurus whose
bones came from the nearby ClevelandLloyd Quarry. He apparently struck
a chord with his colleagues when he
weighed in on the longstanding struggle
of how to determine a species from bones
alone.
In very simple terms, he developed
a method to determine whether one
species, such as Alberta Tyrannosaurus,
is distinct from another, such as the
Colorado Tyrannosaurus, through
a relative baseline. His assertion is
significant if it proves to speed the drawnout process of species identification
by making meticulous comparisons
instead of painstaking measurements as
required through the more traditional
morphometics approach.
But getting to the point of finally
publishing those findings was lengthy in
itself. He actually collected the first data
in the early 1990s but put it aside. It was
not until three years ago that he decided
to re-photograph the material, now

Pottery from ancestral Puebloan
Mesa Verde Black on White Olla
estimated to be 1,100 years old.

housed at the University of Utah, and
proceed with the project.
“It almost did not get published,”
he said.
Not that he’s a slacker. Carpenter
typically starts his day between 4 and
5 a.m. and spends about three to four
hours working on manuscripts and even
longer on weekends. Occasionally, if
he’s lucky, he can squeeze in a few hours
at work, but 80 percent or more of his
writing is done on his own time, he said.
He knows he doesn’t have a lot
of time to waste. It’s a perspective
he’s gained from thinking about life
in millions of years compared to the
relatively short span of human existence.
It’s the long view that keeps him
motivated, he said.

FALL 2012 I UTAHSTATE 11
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USU’s New Tie to Prehistoric Museum

Barrier Canyon pictograph, Desert
Archaic, some of the oldest rock art
styles in Utah.

He recently completed a monograph
on the burial processes, called
taphonomy, of the entombed bones
found at the dinosaur quarry at Dinosaur
National Monument. The colossal
collection is self-evident but just how
it was formed still eludes scientists. His
study was submitted to the Annals of the
Carnegie Museum. Over the summer, he
also submitted a coauthored manuscript
to The Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology.
It names and describes a new genus of
giant marine reptile from rocks in Kansas
90 million years ago. It is known from a
5-foot long, toothy skull, making it the
killer whale of its day.
In addition to that, he is also
writing a book on armored dinosaurs for
Hopkins Press and another Dinosaurs of
Colorado for the University of Colorado
Press. As well, he is editing with a
colleague from Mexico on Mesozoic
reptiles of Mexico that will be submitted
to Indiana University Press. The list goes
on with plenty of work left to do.
In truth, he works as if Godzilla is
standing behind him blowing fire down
his neck. But he’s not complaining. 		
His passion is not only to uncover
new bones but to help others make
their own discoveries and ignite their
imaginations in the same way his was
sparked as a 5-year-old boy sitting with
his mom in a darkened theater enthralled
by a terrifying and wonderful monster.
— John DeVilbiss

It would have been a regular greet and eat
the visitors for the Utahraptor hanging
out in the lobby of the USU Eastern
dinosaur and archaeology museum had it
been open 125 million years ago.
That in-your-face introduction to the
Utah State University-College of Eastern
Utah Prehistoric Dinosaur Museum is
precisely what Ken Carpenter was going
for when he recently unveiled Utahraptor
in its latest lobby location and new attack
stance.
If you have seen Jurassic Park, you
get a feel for how unnerving this nimble
and vicious predator might have been,
Carpenter said. He especially liked how
Steven Spielberg got people thinking
about what it would have been like to
have lived among dinosaurs and wants
to do the same thing for visitors to his
museum.
“I want to bring to life the museum
by bringing in human interest,” he said.
“I want to go beyond simply showing
stuff off to begin educating people as to
why they are important. I want to take
various pieces, whether archeological or
fossil, and put them into context to help
people better understand and appreciate
them as more than simply trophy pieces.”
Seeing yourself eyed by a Utahraptor

begins to do that. Adding a human
hunter throwing a dart at a five-ton
Mammoth also helps. So does the
museum’s Fremont pit house. So does the
recent giant clam, now on display, that he
uncovered an hour east of Price near the
Green River.
“We want people to imagine,” he
said. “We want to get them to think
about what it means to have lived
without refrigerators and grocery stores.”
The museum, in existence since 1960,
adds great depth and breadth to Utah
State University’s educational offerings
since its merger with the College of
Eastern Utah in 2010. It is a museum
in flux and because of that, students can
potentially play a significant role — from
the ground up — in its future.
That is because the museum, at its
current downtown Price, Utah, location,
has run out of space. It needs a new and
larger structure and needs it fast. Prime
property for a new building has already
been donated and now only awaits the
necessary capital to begin construction.
By doubling the museum’s
space, Carpenter said they
can begin to more properly
tell the museum’s story. It will
be a compilation of stories

Ken Carpenter in the field preparing a giant 4-foot clam
he unearthed east of Price. The clam lived some 85 million
years ago when eastern Utah was under several hundred
feet of water. John Devilbiss photo.
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and one that he hopes USU students will
be able to help him to create. His hope
is to begin more readily tying into classes
taught on the USU Logan campus.
“It’s a unique opportunity we have
to essentially build a museum with
students,” he said. “As far as I know, this
has never been done.”
He sees an opportunity for student
involvement in the museum studies
program at all levels, from design of a
new building, to the design, construction,
installation and testing of new museum
exhibits. If done right, it has the potential
for the university to become a model
in museum studies with national and
international influence.
“There are only one or two programs
in the country that even come close to
us,” he said. “We’ve got a definite niche
and definitely there’s a market out there,
not only for college students, but also for
people who work at other museums to
come here to learn new techniques. This
is a rare opportunity we have.”
Rare as seeing a Utahraptor face
to face.
— John DeVilbiss

Partner

IOGP

with
— Aggies today,

Leaders
tomorrow

It’s 2,084 miles from where the sagebrush grows in
Logan, Utah, to the cherry blossoms of Washington,
D.C., but USU students travel this distance
frequently. In making this journey these students
are not just satisfied with learning about the
political arena, but want to experience it. We invite
USU alumni to help support this experience by
donating to our intern travel, housing, or academic
scholarships. Or help open doors for additional
internship opportunities.
For more information contact the
USU Institute of Government and Politics
(IOGP) at 435-797-0257 or visit our website:
www.usu.edu/IOGP

Gastonia burgei.
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Special Collections …

Where the

Jack London included a photo of himself and this 1906
inscription to his wife, Charmian Kittredge London, inside
a first-edition copy of Scorn of Women.

14 UTAHSTATE I FALL 2012
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Story by Patrick Williams ’74
Photography by Jared thayne ’99

ARE

The Smithsonian Institution — self-proclaimed largest museum and
research complex in the world — has been described as “the Nation’s Attic.” Its
collections are mind-boggling: it holds 137 million artifacts, works of art and
specimens. There are 7.7 million digital records, 2 million library volumes
and 136,194 cubic feet of archival material. That’s a pretty stuffed attic!
At Utah State University, treasures are not metaphorically tucked away
in an attic. Rather, they are housed in the recesses of Special Collections and
Archives in Merrill-Cazier Library. But SCA is not a museum. It’s an archive
and repository of important and historical documents and rare books with
a few artifacts thrown in for good measure. In fact, one entire room can
be considered an artifact. The Hatch Memorial Library Room with its rare
book collection has been an important resource for teaching and research at
the university for more than 50 years, besides being a classic example of our
architectural and literary pasts.
While it’s not a part of the Hatch Room, SCA boasts another important
collection from America’s literary past, the Jack London papers. Prominent
among the SCA manuscript collection, it is noted as the second largest
collection of Jack London primary source material that exists, topped only by
California’s Huntington Library. The collection is rich in materials with an
abundance of correspondence but also includes short stories, articles, diaries,
financial records and more.
The jewel from the collection is a complete set of first
-edition Jack London books, each inscribed to his second
wife, Charmian. Forty-four volumes are there,
including what might be considered London’s
best-known work, Call of the Wild. In addition
to the inscriptions, each has a unique, personal
photograph of the author.

Bob Parson’s favorite item is actually a failure;
USU’s first intended seal, commissioned by
John T. Caine, Jr., who thought this attempt quite
unsatisfactory.
FALL 2012 I UTAHSTATE 15
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Dan Davis pores over photos in the
William Hopkins Collection,
a ‘hidden gem and untapped resource.’

The papers of Jack and Charmian
Kittredge London were acquired by Utah
State University during the 1960s and
early ’70s, made possible through the
efforts of USU English professor King
Hendricks. A London scholar, Hendricks
established a professional relationship
with Irving Shepard, literary executor of
the London estate. The pair collaborated
on projects, editing the 1965 book Letters
from Jack London and again in 1970 for
Jack London Reports.
SCA manuscript curator Clint
Pumphrey says the relationship was
unique. If Hendricks needed a letter or
other documents for his research, Shepard
would often slip the original into the mail
and send it to Logan, an arrangement

that certainly would not take place today.
It was through this professional
relationship that the first portion of
the London collection was acquired —
Mrs. London’s library — including the
first editions. With the support of an
anonymous donor, the first acquisition
was purchased, but over the course of the
decade more items were acquired and all
were gifts from the Jack London estate.
In total, four acquisitions were
made, the first in 1964 and the last
in 1971. There are letters between
London and his wife, as well as letters
to publishers, editors and business

managers. There are exchanges with
literary personalities, including Sinclair
Lewis, who sent London story ideas and
plot outlines. London’s multiple wills are
in the collection as are passports and his
notebook and other materials from his
time as a news correspondent covering
the Russo-Japanese War.
While it is a highlight, the scope and
range of SCA’s holdings go far beyond
the London papers. Every division or
department within the unit has starquality material. Important university
documents are held in the University
Archives. There, the permanent historical
record of the university resides, including
the presidential papers from William Kerr
through Kermit L. Hall. Tucked away in
other areas are the treasures from decades
past, including photographs and a wealth
of research information where row upon
row of archival boxes fill movable and
permanent shelving in the basement
of Merrill-Cazier Library. More can be
found in digital files on the Web.
SCA holds 18,000 linear feet of
manuscripts. Half a million photographs
can be found in prints, negatives or

It’s all about the details for Sara Skindelien, smitten with the architectural
drawings of Fred W. Hodgson, who was born in 1886 and provided plans
for Cache Valley homes, schools, churches and businesses, including
The Bluebird Restaurant.
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“

The jewel from the collection

online digital images. The book collection
has 33,000 volumes and there are
20,000 thesis and doctoral dissertations
documenting the work completed by
USU scholars.
Archivist Robert Parson has
assembled An Encyclopedic History of Utah
State University, an impressive summary
that can be found online (http://
library.usu.edu/specol/usuarchives/
universityhistory.html). From the origins
of Aggie Ice Cream to the feud between
USU’s foresters and engineers, the inside
story of Aggie life can be found in the
remarkable document.
There’s the Art Book and Music
Collection, where the 1950s can be
embraced thanks to the impressive Beat
Poetry and Little Magazine collections.
The Folklore Archive is among the largest
repositories of American folklore in the
United States. It is home to more than 40
collections, including oral histories and
the fieldwork collections of Austin and
Alta Fife, pioneers in the field of folklore
in the West. It also houses the historical
archives of the American Folklore Society.
State and regional information can
be found in the Western and Mormon
Americana section, including books,
pamphlets, serials, newspapers and
more. Included are rare and historical
printed materials from Mormonism’s
beginning to the present. According to
curator Ann Buttars, the university’s
commitment to collecting in this area is
longstanding; it began in 1916 with the
purchase of the Eli H. Peirce collection
of Western Americana with its extensive
collection of books and pamphlets that
mention Mormons. It was enhanced
through donations of rare books by L.
Boyd Hatch (the Hatch Room) during
the 1940s, pioneer diaries donated by
the Cache Valley Historical Society,
and it continues to grow today through
donations and purchases.
The manuscript section, in addition
to holding the impressive London
Collection, collects historical materials
originating outside Utah State University.
The geographic scope ranges from local

is a complete set of first-edition

Jack London books,

each inscribed to his second wife,

Charmian.

Forty-four volumes are there, including what might be
considered

London’s

best-known work,

”

Call of the Wild.

Rose Milovich, who holds
both a bachelor’s and
master’s degree in fine
art, is captivated by the
mix of art and science in
the illustrations of
John L. Ridgway.
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to international, covering a wide range of
topics. How wide? The section holds the
personal and research documents of two
prominent Utah historians — Leonard
J. Arrington and S. George Ellsworth. Its
international holdings include the papers
of Thomas G. Masaryk, the first president
of Czechoslovakia. Local holdings include
a one-of-a-kind history of Mendon,
hand-written in beautiful script by Isaac
Sorenson.
With its multiple holdings, a trip
to Special Collections and Archives is a
history buff or researcher’s dream. And, a
hidden, but true, resource is the staff. All
take time throughout the week to sit at
the desk in the Tanner Memorial Reading
Room. There, they greet patrons and
respond to questions. Everyone does this
on a rotating schedule and during times
when they are not at the desk being a live
reference source, they take turns being
“runners,” retrieving items for guests or
making copies of documents. That helps
them learn more about every collection.
So, whether it’s a finger-snapping copy
of a beat poem or a 1953 copy of the
Extension publication “Sugar beet yield
and quality as affected by plant populations,
soil moisture condition and fertilization,” it
can be found at SCA.
Most important, the university’s
treasures are not meant to be tucked
away then trotted out for the occasional
display, although a healthy, and lively,
exhibition program has been established
by University Libraries, the administrative
home to SCA. No, items are meant
to be used, held, listened to and read.
Special Collections and Archives is a
place to bring researchers and primary
source documents together, supporting
the research process. It’s been used by
East Coast scholars and Cache Valley
grandmothers. It is a place where
everyone can follow the call to hear the
voices from the past.

A Fred W. Hodgson idea for The Bluebird in Logan.

Our Favorite Things …
Raindrops on roses are unlikely, as are kitten whiskers, but
there are plenty of treasures in the nooks and crannies of
Special Collections and Archives. Row after row of archival
boxes line shelves, and climate controlled environments
protect the delicate. In a business where collections are
measured in linear feet, there’s a lot to discover, whether it
be a document in the classic definition or a digital file. For
anyone who appreciates the old — and not so old in this
digital age —Special Collections and Archives is a place
to work and to explore. It is a place to appreciate.
Here are a few favorite things revered by staff at Special
Collections and Archives.
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Oral history projects have long been a passion of
Randy Williams, left, shown interviewing legendary
USU folklorist Barre Toelken.
Special Collections and Archives photo

ANN BUTTARS

BRAD COLE

CLINT PUMPHREY

Favorite? She doesn’t have to think twice.
She was hooked the minute she walked in
as a student. It was the first thing she was
shown and, she says, it is the epitome of
her department. For Ann Buttars, curator
of Western and Mormon Americana, it
is a first-edition of The Book of Mormon.
Her favorite item is a memorable highlight
with library users and visitors but many
are surprised to see how the first edition
originally appeared. As one opens the
leather-bound volume, the surprise is its
physical layout. It isn’t broken into verses
and columns — that came later — it flows
in sentence-paragraph form. Buttars says it
is always intriguing to see people’s reaction
to the volume.

Dream job? Yes, but it would be more
“dreamy” if he could spend more time with
the documents. So says Brad Cole, associate
library dean, Special Collections and
Archives Division. Cole’s favorite item is a
letter from the Ridgway Collection written
by the then 17-year-old Robert Ridgway
who was the zoologist on the important
1867-69 Clarence King Survey of the 40th
parallel. While Ridgway eventually went
on to become curator of the Smithsonian
Institution’s bird collections, the letter
reveals the impressions of an impressionable
young man. The Ridgway Collection also
holds personal meaning for Cole. It was the
first major collection he was responsible for
obtaining.

With the enthusiasm of someone starting
a career, Clint Pumphrey is the newest
staff member to join Special Collections
and Archives. He serves as manuscript
curator and says he entered the library
archives business “through the side door.”
Now, he’s all in. His interests carried him
to a master’s of science degree at USU
in environmental history with a nod to
tourism. With that background, it was
natural for Pumphrey to pick a favorite
that combined his interests — the Edgar
Bentley Mitchell Papers, a small but
rich collection that shows how hotels
and motels were promoted during the
1950s, a time when road trips boomed.
Mitchell, a noted Logan businessman,
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familiar, it’s the same family noted in
Brad Cole’s favorite, a brother to be exact.
The scrapbook chronicles Ridgway’s
career as a scientific illustrator. There are
archeological illustrations, birds, sea shells
and more. It includes lithographic proofs
and his notes, along with original pen
and ink drawings. It is, Milovich says,
a beautiful piece that mixes incredible
artistic skill and the scientific. And, like
a growing number of items at Special
Collections and Merrill-Cazier Library,
the scrapbook can be seen by everyone in
the digital library. [http://digital.lib.usu.
edu/cdm/compoundobject/collection/
Ridgeway/id/798/rec/68]

Ann Buttars: It’s always intriguing to see reactions to the
first-edition of The Book of Mormon.

was active in regional efforts to promote
the hospitality industry and tourism. He
was an officer in the 89ers International
Highway Association — an organization
that promoted tourism along U.S.
Highway 89. His collection includes
meeting minutes, publicity materials and
a rare copy of a bright red vinyl disc — a
45-rpm recording of a promotional song
to highlight Highway 89, Treasure Trail,
recorded by Frank Barker and the LatinAires. Included is a copy of the original
contract: no more than $700 to produce
3,000 records. To hear it, visit www.
utahstate.usu.edu/fall2012/feature2audio.
cfm

LIZ KLINE

ROSE MILOVICH
With a background in art — she
earned both BFA and MFA degrees in
drawing — it’s a natural that Preservation
Manager and Exhibition Program
Director Rose Milovich would pick
illustrations as her favorite thing. She is
intrigued by the amazing artwork created
by book illustrators, and one example in
particular comes to mind: a scrapbook
by John L. Ridgway. Yes the name is

Every office has one; that person with the
organizational skills to keep everything on
track and running smoothly. That’s SCA
Staff Assistant Liz Kline. In the Google
age, it’s no surprise what people can track
to Special Collections and Archives and
Kline is often the gatekeeper; she’s the
knowledgeable, smiling, resource who
leads them to the proper source. She sees
first-hand the dramatic, often emotional
connections when patrons find a longlost photo, letter or even an Extension
Service Bulletin. It sends them ‘over
the moon,’ she says. And that is Kline’s
favorite thing, a sentiment seconded by
Brad Cole.
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Someone has to say it.
“A ‘favorite” thing?”
That’s like picking my
favorite child.

But, since he has only
one child,
that’s an easy task.

A favorite?
The William Hopkins Photo
RANDY WILLIAMS
Meeting Randy Williams, curator of
the Fife Folklore Archives at Special
Collections, one can immediately see she
is well suited to her job. She’s a passionate
people-person and language is important
to her. She’s conducted a number of
oral history projects and says she takes
inspiration in her job from Austin and
Alta Fife — namesakes of her pick for
favorite — the Austin and Alta Fife
Fieldwork Collection. The entire folklore
collection, including the Fifes’ fieldwork,
is about people and the voices of people,
Williams says. The Fifes’ fieldwork
collection is important because it was
the first, the foundation of many more
fieldwork and oral history collections
housed at SCA. In her role as curator
of folklore, Williams says it is not only
important to be a steward of the earlier
material, but to ensure that fieldwork
goes on.

DAN DAVIS

Collection,
Someone has to say it. “A ‘favorite” thing?
That’s like picking my favorite child.” So
a “hidden gem and untapped
quips Dan Davis, photo curator for
Special Collections. But, since he has only
resource.
one child, that’s an easy task. A favorite?
The William Hopkins Photo Collection,
a “hidden gem and untapped resource.”
Acquired by Davis several years ago, it
includes 3,000 nitrate negatives that
require very specific storage: cold. If
not preserved in a cool environment,
the negatives become brittle, break
and crumble to dust. Hopkins was
a Salt Lake City dentist but his
passion, working in the early
decades of the 20th century, was
promoting Utah’s recreational
opportunities. He was an
early pioneer in developing
the concept of outdoor
recreational tourism. Davis,
who joined SCA in 2000,
says the collection offers
countless research
opportunities. In the
ever-changing digital
world, photographs
will continue
as a vehicle to
connect. They are
a visceral link to
the past, Davis
Kathy Schockmel returns time and again to the ‘mail
says.
art scrapbooks’ of Wallace Berman, which exude the

”

early counter-culture of the 1950s and 1960s.
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Clint Pumphrey: Celebrating Hwy 89 with a 45-rpm record of
Treasure Trail, a delightfully snappy road-trip tune.

other important acquisitions, items that
make up the Beat Literature and Little
Magazine collections. Those collections
prompted a major academic seminar,
the 2006 O.C. Tanner Symposium The
1950s, the Beat Generation and the Power
of Expression. The three-day symposium
brought national attention to Utah State
and its collections on beat culture, with
Schockmel playing an active role.

1886, he trained in San Diego, Calif., as
an architect. Hodgson and his wife, Mary,
moved to Logan where he established his
own business. For 15 years he developed
architectural plans for numerous schools
in Cache and Box Elder counties, as well
as churches, jails, libraries and private
homes. Hodgson’s drawings and designs
were donated in 1988 by his daughter,
Virginia Hodgson Dibble, but weren’t
processed until Skindelien joined SCA.
The drawings hold multiple research
opportunities, from capturing a snapshot
of architectural trends in the early part
of the 20th century — including period
details of moldings and trims — to
restoration guides for modern families
who might now live in a home designed
by Hodgson.

KATHY SCHOCKMEL
As the Art Book Collections manager,
Kathy Schockmel is among those who
doesn’t have a hard time picking a
favorite. From her collection area, they
are the Seminas, “mail art scrapbook”
photo assemblages published by Wallace
Berman in limited editions and sent to
friends. They are primary documents
that chronicle the early counter-culture
of the 1950s and 1960s, heralding the
radical cultural changes that rocked those
momentous decades. The editions came
to the library as gifts purchased by George
Wanlass on behalf of the Marie Eccles
Caine Foundation. The original Semina
editions are illusive — rarely available in
the usual book or art outlets — and are
completely unique for the library and
challenge classification. They also led to

BOB PARSON

SARA SKINDELIEN
Library Assistant Sara Skindelien doesn’t
look beyond Cache Valley for her favorite
item. The Minnesota native and selfprofessed history buff also has a taste
for architecture and design, especially
details from period homes. So, a natural
pick is Fred W. Hodgson Architectural
Drawings. Born in Salt Lake City in

As an archivist, Bob Parson says his job
is to make order out of chaos and to
determine whether or not a document
has value beyond the time it is created.
The USU Archives in Special Collections
is the repository of the university’s
official records and its important and
sometimes unique artifacts. An item from
the institution’s early days is Parson’s
favorite. It’s a small brass disc with an odd
looking figure and some animal heads.
The figure is Ceres, Roman goddess of
agriculture, and the brass circle, with
the words “Utah Agricultural College,”
is the institution’s first intended official
seal. But, like a true archivist, Parson
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knows there is much more to the story.
In the early days of what would become
Utah State University, John T. Caine, Jr.,
played a significant role. Secretary to the
first board of trustees, he seemed to be
everywhere, doing everything. Caine was
also responsible for commissioning the
first official seal for the school, a seal that
turned out to be quite unsatisfactory. In
a letter found in his 1889 letter book to a
firm in Salt Lake City, Caine’s displeasure
is noted, from the poor artistic execution
of the figures to the price. He notes an
early quote of $8, a later one of $12 but
not as high as $14, the price asked for
the final product. Billing consideration
is requested until a suitable replacement
could be ordered from a “reputable”
East Coat firm. But, the story continues.
Parson was in his office approximately

20 years ago when an employee from
USU’s Physical Plant walked in and
said ‘you might be interested in this.’ A
crew digging in the yard of what is now
the university’s Caine House, located
immediately south of the original John
T. Caine home, found an unusual brass
object — an odd brass disc with a
figure. Parson connected the dots — the
archival letter, the Caine home and the
brass disc. Here was the university’s first
intended official seal, long buried in the
Caine yard. Now, 100 years later it was
back where it belonged, the Utah State
University Archives. Oh, and the final
price of the unsatisfactory seal? $10.

For those who want to use the resources
of Special Collections and Archives and,
perhaps, find a few favorite things of their
own, it’s easy. The SCA website has specifics,
but guests simply need to stop by and fill out
a user registration agreement. Picture ID is
required. Stop by the lower level of MerrillCazier Library, room 035. A staff member
will be on hand with full details. SCA is
open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, with some select Saturday openings.
Call ahead to confirm the schedule, (435)
797-2663.

Jack London Society
Coming to Logan
Utah State University’s Special
Collections and Archives hosts the
Jack London Society’s 11th biennial
symposium Oct. 4-6 at the Riverwoods
Conference Center in Logan. Papers and
other presentations on the life and works
of Jack London are part of the activities.
In conjunction with the gathering,
Special Collections and Archives is
creating an exhibit, drawn from its
London collection, that can be seen
in the atrium of the Merrill-Cazier
Library on the Logan campus. A gallery
talk, open to all, is Friday, Oct. 5. The
University Libraries exhibit can be seen
through Dec. 15.
The Jack London Society is an
international non-profit organization
that promotes the study of Jack London
and his work. It was founded in 1990
as an author society affiliated with the
American Literature Association. It
includes 200 members.
Those attending the symposium are
invited to take advantage of the research
opportunities provided by Special
Collections and Archives.

Brad Cole’s favorite? This letter from a 17-year-old Robert Ridgway,
future curator at the Smithsonian Institution.
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Enshrined
A nine-time All-American in the weight throws, a three-time All-American in the pole
vault, a two-time wrestling All-American, a softball All-American, one of the best men’s
basketball players in school history and three football standouts comprise the latest class
of Utah State University’s Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame.
The dinner and induction ceremony for the Hall of Fame’s 10th class is scheduled for
Saturday, Sept. 8, 2012 at the Riverwoods Conference Center in Logan.
The eight inductees include: Alfred Castro, one of just two wrestlers in school history
to be named a two-time All-American; Eric Hipple, an outstanding quarterback; Brian
Jackson, one of the best Aggie basketball players ever; Shae Jones-Bair, one of just two
female track athletes in school history to earn All-American honors three times; James
Murphy, a prolific wide receiver; James Parker, the most decorated student-athlete in
Utah State history earning All-American track honors nine times; Kristie
Skoglund, one of six Aggie softball All-Americans; and Emmett White,
the NCAA’s active single-game all-purpose yardage record holder.
“We are extremely proud of this class and the legacy each of
them left at Utah State University,” said Utah State Director of
Athletics Scott Barnes. “This group joins 61 other
outstanding individuals, along with three teams, to
further ensure the proud tradition of Aggie Athletics.”

ALFRED CASTRO

Hometown: Coachella, Calif.
Sport: Wrestling
Years: 1984-87

Eric Hipple

Alfred Castro is one of just two wrestlers
in Utah State history to be a two-time AllAmerican, joining with Cordel Andersen.
Castro earned his first All-American
honor as a sophomore in 1985 on a 327-1 record and finished seventh at the
NCAA Championships at 118 pounds. As
a junior, he was named the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association (PCAA) Wrestler of
the Year winning the league’s individual
championship at 118 pounds. He then
earned his second All-American honor
that same year placing eighth at the
NCAA Championships at 118 pounds.
As a junior, Castro was ranked as the
top wrestler in the nation at his weight
class and was a member of the East-West
All-Stars. Along with being a PCAA
champion as a junior, Castro also won
the 118-pound weight class in the PCAA
Championships as a freshman. Following
back-to-back All-American honors, Castro
was unable to compete during his senior
season due to a shoulder injury.

Alfred Castro

ERIC HIPPLE

Hometown: Downey, Calif.
Sport: Football
Years: 1976-79
Eric Hipple earned first-team all-Pacific
Coast Conference honors as a senior
in 1979 and led Utah State to a 14-71 (.659) record during his junior and
senior campaigns including its only
back-to-back conference championships
in school history with a 4-1-0 record in
1978 and a 4-0-1 mark in 1979. As a
senior, Hipple completed 60.2 percent
of his passes to rank second all-time in
school history. During his career, Hipple
had three 300-yard passing games,
including a career-best 364 yards against
San Jose State on Sept. 8, 1979 to rank
22nd all-time at USU. Overall, Hipple
ranks fourth all-time at Utah State in
completions (459) and total offense
(6,121), fifth in passing yards (6,073),
sixth in touchdown passes (34) and
seventh in career completion percentage
(.540). Following his collegiate career,
Hipple played in the 1979 Blue-Gray
All-Star Game and was then selected by
the Detroit Lions in the fourth round
(85) of the 1980 NFL Draft. Hipple
played 10 seasons with the Lions and
finished his career with 55 touchdown
passes and 10,711 passing yards. He was
named to Utah State’s All-Century team
in 1993.
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Shae Jones-Bair

BRIAN JACKSON

Hometown: Palos Verdes, Calif.
Sport: Men’s Basketball
Years: 1978-81
One of the best all-around talents in
school history, Brian Jackson earned
first-team all-Big West honors as a
senior in 1981 and was second-team
all-conference in 1979 and 1980 when
Utah State played in consecutive NCAA
Tournaments. As a senior, Jackson scored
655 points and averaged 23.4 points per
game to rank seventh all-time in school
history. Jackson also played an average of
37.4 minutes per game as a senior to rank
first all-time at Utah State. He finished
his collegiate career ranking fourth alltime in school history with 1,900 career
points and field goals made (753), fifth
all-time in double-figure scoring games
(90) and field goal attempts (1,432),
sixth all-time in total minutes played
(3,768) and minutes per game (33.3),
seventh all-time in rebounding (840),
free throws made (397) and consecutive
double-figure scoring games (32), eighth
all-time in double-figure rebound games
(30) and double-doubles (27), and ninth
all-time in games started (96). Following
his collegiate career, Jackson was selected
in the second round of the 1981 NBA
Draft by the Portland Trailblazers. He was
named to Utah State’s All-Century team
in 2005.

James Murphy

SHAE JONES-BAIR

Hometown: Blackfoot, Idaho
Sport: Track and Field
Years: 1998-2000, 2002
One of the most decorated female athletes
in Utah State history, Shae Jones-Bair is
one of just two female track athletes to
earn All-American honors three times
during her Aggie career. As a redshirt
freshman in 1998, Jones-Bair earned her
first All-American honor by finishing
eighth in the pole vault at the NCAA
Indoor Championships. Her second
All-American accolade came at the 1999
NCAA Indoor Championships where
she placed fifth in the pole vault, and her
final All-American honor was at the 2000
NCAA Outdoor Championships where
she placed fourth in the pole vault. Along
with being a three-time All-American,
Jones-Bair was also the 2002 Big West
Conference outdoor champion in the
pole vault and set the then school record
in the pole vault during the 2000 outdoor
season with a mark of 4.20m (13-9.25).

JAMES MURPHY

Hometown: DeLand, Fla.
Sport: Football
Years: 1978-80
One of the most prolific wide receivers
in school history, James Murphy earned
honorable mention All-American honors
from The Sporting News as a senior in

1980, along with garnering first-team
all-Pacific Coast Athletic Association
(PCAA) honors in each of his last two
years as an Aggie. During his three-year
Aggie career, Murphy helped Utah State
to a 20-12-1 (.621) record, including a
12-2-1 (.833) league mark, as the Aggies
won their only back-to-back conference
championships in school history with a
4-1-0 record in 1978 and a 4-0-1 mark in
1979 (4-0-1), to go along with a secondplace finish in 1980 (4-1-0). As a senior,
Murphy caught 66 passes which ranks
ninth all-time at Utah State, while his
1,067 receiving yards during his junior
year ranks 10th all-time in school history.
As a junior, Murphy had two of the top
receiving games in Aggie history with 215
yards against Long Beach State on Oct.
6 which ranks ninth all-time, and 196
receiving yards against Pacific for 16th
all-time. For his career, Murphy still ranks
tied for seventh all-time at Utah State
with 17 touchdown receptions, eighth
all-time in receiving yards with 2,132,
and ninth all-time with 133 receptions.
Following his collegiate career, Murphy
was selected in the 10th round (266) of
the 1981 NFL Draft by the Minnesota
Vikings and played with the Kansas
City Chiefs for one year. Murphy later
played in the Canadian Football League
(CFL) for the Winnipeg Bombers from
1982-90 and was named the CFL Most
Outstanding Player in 1986. Murphy also
played on three Grey Cup Championship
teams, being named the Most Valuable
Player in 1988, and was a two-time CFL
All-Star. He finished his professional
career with 9,036 receiving yards and
was inducted into the CFL Hall of Fame
in 2000. He was also inducted into the
Winnipeg Football Club Hall of Fame in
1995, the High Schools of Deland, Fla.,
Hall of Fame in 2005, and the Province
of Manitoba Sports Hall of Fame in
2009, and was named one of the 20 alltime greats in Winnipeg history.
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Kristie Skoglund

James Parker

JAMES PARKER

Hometown: Layton, Utah
Sport: Track and Field
Years: 1995, 1999-2001

Brian Jackson

James Parker is the most decorated
athlete in Utah State history earning AllAmerican track honors a school-record
nine times. During his Aggie career,
Parker was a four-time All-American
in the indoor 35-pound weight throw
(1995, 1999, 2000, 2001), a fourtime All-American in the hammer
throw (1995, 1999, 2000, 2001) and
an All-American in the discus (2001).
Parker was also a seven-time Big West
Conference champion in the discus
(1995, 1999), hammer throw (1995,
1999, 2000, 2001) and shot put (1995),
and was named the Big West’s Male
Athlete of the Year in 1995, along with
being a two-time Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation Indoor Champion in the
weight throw (2000, 2001). During his
collegiate career, Parker set still-standing
indoor school records in the shot put
(18.34m/60-2.25) and weight throw
(21.57m/70-9.25), and outdoor school
records in the discus (58.56m/192-1) and
hammer throw (73.32m/240-7). His best
NCAA Championship was a runner-up
finish in the hammer throw as a senior,
and a fourth-place finish in the same
event as a junior. As a professional, Parker
won three consecutive USA hammer

Emmett White

throw titles from 2003-05, was the 2004
USA Indoor weight throw champion and
was the silver medalist in the hammer
throw at the 2003 Pan Am Games. His
personal-best of 79.20 meters in the
hammer throw ranks seventh all-time in
the United States.

KRISTIE SKOGLUND
Hometown: San Diego, Calif.
Sport: Softball
Years: 1984-87

Kristie Skoglund is one of six softball
players in Utah State history to earn AllAmerican honors and was named to the
Converse first team as a utility player
during her senior season in 1987. As a
senior, Skoglund helped Utah State to a
33-14 record, including a first-place finish
in the High Country Athletic Conference
(HCAC) with a 7-3 mark. Skoglund also
helped Utah State to a 30-24 record in
1984 during her freshman year when the
Aggies advanced to the College World
Series and finished tied for seventh with a
2-2 record. During her career, Skoglund
was a four-time first-team all-HCAC
selection and a four-time NCAA Central
Region first-team honoree as a pitcher,
posting a career 60-25 record. Overall,
Utah State posted a 117-63 (.650) record
during her four-year stint, including a
29-11 (.725) mark in the HCAC and
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back-to-back conference championships
in 1986 and 1987. Skoglund still ranks
tied for first all-time at Utah State in
career saves (7), is second all-time in
earned run average (0.86), is third alltime in career wins (60), fourth all-time
in complete games (77), fifth all-time in
innings pitched (617.7), seventh all-time
in strikeouts (315), eighth all-time in
shutouts (7), and ninth all-time in games
pitched (96). Skoglund also ranks fourth
all-time in school history with a career
batting average of .399 and still holds
the single-season school record for saves,
securing four in 1985.

EMMETT WHITE

Hometown: Ogden, Utah
Sport: Football
Years: 1998-2001
A dynamic and elusive running back,
Emmett White earned Associated Press
Third-Team All-American honors as
a junior in 2000 when he scored 16
touchdowns, which still ranks third alltime at Utah State. During his junior
year, White set the still standing NCAA
single-game record for all-purpose yards
with 578 when he had a school-record
322 rushing yards to go along with 134
receiving yards and two punt return yards
at New Mexico State on Nov. 4, 2000.
As a junior, White also led the country
with 238.9 all-purpose yards per game

which still ranks as the sixth-best average
in NCAA history, and averaged 120.2
rushing yards per game to rank 13th in
the nation. White, who had a schoolrecord tying four 200-yard rushing games
during his career, earned first-team all-Big
West honors twice, all-independent firstteam honors once and was named the Big
West’s Player of the Week twice during
the 2000 season. All-time, White ranks
second in school history in all-purpose
yards (5,872) and punt return average
(10.5), fourth in overall touchdowns (32)
and rushing touchdowns (27), sixth in
rushing yards (2,791), rushing attempts
(517), rushing average (5.4), and kickoff
return average (23.9) and eighth in total
points scored (194).

You can be a part of Utah State University’s

2012 Hall of Fame
Weekend
by making plans now for the following events:
Hall of Fame
Ceremony and dinner
Saturday, September 8, 2012
SpringHill Suites by Marriott at the Riverwoods
Conference Center
($35 per person, $300 table of 10)
Aggie football vs.
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Friday, September 7, 2011
For more information
contact USU Athletics
435-797-1850

Advance tickets available with Hall of Fame
dinner registration
($52 reserved chair back or $37 reserved bench).
*The number of Football tickets you purchase cannot exceed the number
of Dinner and Ceremony tickets you purchase.
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Paul Jones

Paul Jones

Homecoming 2012
Alumnus of the Year

For locations, costs,
registration information and
other details, visit
usu.edu/homecoming
Monday, September 24
6 to 8:30 p.m. — Street Painting
9 p.m. — Chalk Dance
Tuesday, September 25
7 and 9 p.m. — Comedian Marcus Hardy
Wednesday, September 26
11:30 to 12:45 p.m. — Aggie Ice
Cream with Mr. USU Contestants
7 p.m. — Mr. USU
Thursday, September 27
6 to 10 p.m. — Powder Puff Football
Friday, September 28
5 to 7 p.m. — All Aggie Reception
8 to 11:30 p.m. — Homecoming Dance
Midnight — True Aggie Night
Saturday, September 29
8 a.m. — Homecoming 5K
8 to 9:15 a.m. — Breakfast with
Homecoming Honorees
10 a.m. — Homecoming Parade
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. — Utah Agricultural
Products BBQ (Ag Day BBQ)
3 to 5:30 p.m. — All Aggie
Pre Game Party
6 p.m. Kickoff — Aggie Football
vs. UNLV

Paul Jones, Ph.D., was recently named
Interim President at Georgia College
and State University. In addition to
his appointment as Interim President,
he serves as the Vice President for
Administration and Operations,
responsible for the university’s fiscal,
human, and physical resources.
Dr. Jones has served at Georgia
College for 10 years. He previously served
as Vice President and Chief of Staff, Vice
President for Institutional Research and
Enrollment Management and has served
in several interim roles. He also holds
the position of Professor of Educational
Administration at Georgia College.
His career spans over 26 years in
higher education in Georgia, Colorado,
Utah, and Maryland. In 2007, Dr. Jones
was named an American Council on
Education (ACE) Fellow, the nation’s
premier higher education leadership
program and served at the University of
West Florida.
Dr. Jones was born and raised in
South Central Los Angeles, attended Utah
State University on a football scholarship
and participated in track and field. “USU
is a magical place. When I arrived over
30 years ago, I instantly fell in love with
the picturesque campus, but I worried
that I would not make it socially and
academically. I contemplated transferring
on a couple of occasions my freshman
year. I am so pleased that I was patient
and listened to friends and coaches and
did not give up. USU was the best thing
that could have happened to me. It took
an inner-city kid who was ‘rough around

Sylvia Jones

the edges’ and helped develop him
personally, spiritually, and intellectually.”
Dr. Jones holds a Doctor of
Philosophy degree in education
and human resource studies with a
concentration in educational leadership
from Colorado State University, and a
bachelor’s and master’s degree from Utah
State University. He serves on numerous
committees and civic boards and is
a member of the Downtown Macon
Rotary and the Goodwill Middle Georgia
and CSRA Board of Directors.

Sylvia Jones

Homecoming 2012
Alumnus of the Year
Sylvia Jones has worked in the financial
education industry for the past 20 years.
She served as Director of Financial Aid
and Interim Dean of Enrollment at Mesa
State College in Grand Junction, Colo.
(now Colorado Mesa University) as well
as Director of Financial Aid at Wesleyan
College in Macon, GA. In 2006, she
began working for the Student Loan Corporation, a division of Citibank, where
she remained until recently accepting the
position as an assistant vice presidentaccount executive in the education
financial services division at Wells Fargo
Bank N.A.
Sylvia is involved in many regional
and state higher education organizations.
She served as the state secretary for the
Colorado Association of Financial Aid
Administrators; she currently serves on
the Georgia Association of Financial Aid
Administrators Professional Development
Committee, the Georgia Financial Aid
Association Strategic Planning Committee and South Carolina and Georgia
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Kevin D. Curtis

Homecoming 2012
Grand Marshal

Tamara Mumford

Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators Diversity Committees.
Originally from San Antonio, Texas,
Sylvia began to research Utah State University after her father was transferred to
Salt Lake City (Ft. Douglas).“Once I saw
the USU campus, I knew that’s where I
wanted to attend college,” she said.
A self-described “proud Aggie,”
Sylvia was involved in numerous activities at USU, including the USU Voices
of Praise Gospel Choir which she and
husband, Paul, helped form. “What an
experience!,” she said.
Sylvia and Paul are now involved in
many philanthropic activities, including
Rotary Club meals for families, scholarships for disadvantaged students pursuing study aboard, an established African
American Student Leadership Scholarship
at USU and support for the Goodwill
Industries Foundation.
Sylvia holds a BA in economics from
Utah State and an MBA from Western
State College in Gunnison, Colo. Son
Isaiah is a senior at USU majoring in
exercise science, while daughter Daphne
is a USU junior majoring in psychology
with a minor in biology. Both are student
athletes.

Tamara Mumford

Homecoming 2012
Young Alumnus of the Year
Mezzo-soprano, Tamara Mumford, was
raised in Sandy, Utah, and received her
Bachelor of Arts in vocal performance
from Utah State University in 2003.
Upon graduation, Tamara accepted a
scholarship to Yale University to continue
her studies in opera performance. After
one year at Yale, Tamara was invited to be
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Kevin D. Curtis

a member of the prestigious Lindemann
Young Artist Development Program at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York City.
She made her Metropolitan Opera debut
in 2006 and has since sung principal
roles in more than 130 performances
with the company; several of which have
been broadcast live to movie theaters
internationally as part of the Met’s Live in
HD series. In addition to her work at the
Met, Tamara has enjoyed performing title
roles at Opera Company of Philadelphia,
Glimmerglass Opera, Glyndebourne
Opera Festival in the UK and the BBC
Proms in London, Palm Beach Opera,
Castleton Festival, Crested Butte Music
Festival, the Orchestra Sinfonica Giuseppe
Verdi di Milano in Italy; and at Utah
Festival Opera in Cache Valley.
Also an active concert performer
and recitalist, Tamara made her Carnegie
Hall Debut in 2005 and has most
recently performed with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, the Grand Teton Orchestra,
La Jolla Music Society Summerfest,
the Met Chamber Ensemble, The Utah
Symphony, the Nantucket Musical Arts
Society, and toured throughout the United
States with the musicians from Marlboro
Festival.
This season Tamara will debut with
the New York Philharmonic, Eugene
Symphony, Milwaukee Symphony,
Santa Barbara Symphony, San Francisco
Symphony, Seattle Opera and then travel
to Paris, London, Lucerne, New York,
and California with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Spring tour.
Tamara became a true Aggie with
her husband, dentist Nathan Mumford
’06, during Homecoming weekend 2000.
They live in Connecticut with their
3-year-old son, Brian.

A product of Utah’s Bingham High
School, Kevin Curtis began his collegiate
football career as a walk-on at Snow
College, where he earned second team
All-America honors. He then transferred
to Utah State University and walked on
to the Aggie’s football team as well. As
a junior he led the nation in receptions,
earning third team All-America honors,
while setting many Utah State singleseason records along the way.
After graduating from USU with a
bachelor’s degree in business marketing,
Curtis was drafted by the St. Louis Rams
in the 3rd round (74th overall) of the
2003 NFL Draft. He played for the Rams
for four years, alongside fellow receivers Isaac Bruce and Torry Holt. His best
season with St. Louis came in 2005 with
60 receptions, 801 yards, and six touchdowns. He also tallied more receiving
yards than any other receiver in the 2004
playoffs.
In 2007, Curtis moved from the
Rams to the Philadelphia Eagles. He
played with the Eagles for three years
and set career highs in his first year with
a total of 1,110 yards, 77 receptions and
six touchdowns. He was only the 11th
receiver in Eagle’s history to breach the
1000-yards mark. While battling injuries,
Curtis spent the last two seasons moving
between the Miami Dolphins, Kansas
City Chiefs and Tennessee Titans. Currently, he is a free agent.
A proud Aggie, Curtis said he will
always have incredible feelings of gratitude for Utah State University, where he
met some of his greatest friends, earned
a degree and gained an education that he
values tremendously.
Curtis said it is impossible to fully
appreciate his achievements in the NFL
without seeing the significant role Utah
State played in helping him get there.
“Here I was given the opportunities to
follow my dreams, and I’ll be forever
grateful for that,” he said.
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Travel with the

“

Aggies
”

The world is a book, and those who do not travel
read only one page.
—St. Augustine

The Utah State University Alumni Association Travel with the Aggies program gives Aggies and
friends opportunities to see the world and continue their educational experiences, so pack your
bags and visit faraway lands with us. Explore countries, cultures, and marvel at natural beauty
while making lasting friendships around the globe.
Below is a list of our current Travel with the Aggies opportunities. For complete information or
to reserve your space, contact Scott Olson at (800) 291-2586, scott.olson@usu.edu, or visit
www.usu.edu/alumni/travel.

Upcoming Programs
Tahitian Jewels Luxury Cruise
January 27-February 8, 2013
Price: starting at $3177 (airfare inclusive)
Cruise the Waterways of Holland
and Belgium
April 22-30, 2013
Price: $2995
Antebellum South aboard the
American Queen
May 10-19, 2013
Price: starting at $1995
European Tapestry Cruise
June 12-20, 2013
Price: starting at $2199 (airfare inclusive)
Canadian Rockies Tour: Banff, Jasper and Vancouver
August 16-25, 2013
Price: starting at $3316 per person
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ALUMS of NOTE

IN MEMORIAM

Through July 31, 2012

Send your news to:
Utah State University
Utah State Magazine
1422 Old Main Hill
Logan UT 84322-1422
mageditor@usu.edu

’50s
Marilyn Call Walker ’52 writes that she
and husband, Reed Walker ’60, were “very
interested” in the Spring edition of Utah State
magazine, especially Lifting the African Sky,
an article detailing Layne Coppock’s work
in Ethiopia and northern Kenya. After Reed
retired from teaching school, the Walkers went
to Zimbabwe on a mission for the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Upon their
return home, they immediately desired to go
back and eventually served in Kenya, Ethiopia
and Uganda. “We love Africa,” writes Marilyn,
who herself taught school after graduating.
Now in their 80s, the Walkers live in Perry,
Utah, where Reed designed and built Walker
Cinemas. They also own Cinefour Theater in
Logan, and Walker Cinemas in Ogden, Utah.

’60s
D. Wayne Linn ’63 Ph.D. has a fish
named after him — which not everybody
who sends in class notes can (truthfully)
say, although over the years, we imagine,
some have tried. Collected by Trevor Davies
at Lake Malawi, Haplochromis linni is a
striking creature known for its contrasty
appearance, extra-long dorsal and its “not
incurved posteriorly” lower jaw. Because let’s
face it, if that lower jaw were incurved, we’d
be talking the genus Lethrinops, right? At
any rate, Linn was given the honor, when as
a Peace Corp volunteer and Malawi’s chief
fisheries officer, he facilitated a discovery-filled
expedition to the lake in October of 1974.
But that’s only one highlight in a life well
lived— lest we neglect such grand memories
as marching with wife, Fae, to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the Peace Corps in
the local Ashland, Oregon, 2011 Fourth of
July parade, spending summers at Rocky
Mountain National Park doing research on
fish in backcountry lakes, a similar stint in
Grand Teton National Park and seeing son
Jay become a cargo plane pilot, daughter
Jenni a Red Cross administrator and son
Doug a botanist/administrator for the BLM.
Linn, who chaired the department of biology
at Southern Oregon State College (now
university) also taught at Dakota Wesleyan
University, Utah State, the University of

Swaziland and was a research chemist at
the Mayo Clinic. He and Fae have traveled
around the world “at least a couple of times.”

’80s
Emeritus Professor Richard B. Powers,
who retired from Utah State University in
1987, has written The Astoria Chinatown
Conspiracy, an historical crime novel based
in 19th century Astoria, Oregon, where race
tensions run high. Powers, who still teaches
a course in conflict resolution at Portland
State University, harbors a life-long interest in
studying cooperation and in helping students
to see things through the eyes of “the other.”

’90s
Beverly Wahl ’94 “can honestly say” that
she uses her degree in psychology every day.
She’s been employed for 12 years at Montana’s
JCCS Accounting as an administrative
assistant and enjoys working with clients. She
reports “many wonderful” life changes since
her graduation, including her son’s graduation
from the University of Texas at Austin and her
marriage to Tom Wahl, the most wonderful
man she calls her “Cowboy.” Beverly has
two step-daughters now attending college in
Kentucky and, with Tom, enjoys her lovely
home located on five acres at the base of the
Bridger Mountains overlooking the Gallatin
Valley. “This is truly the ‘Last Best Place,’”
she says. Still, though, she harbors favorite
memories of how beautiful the USU campus
was during autumn and of select professors
and classmates, to whom she extends many
thanks for support and friendship.
Gina Andrews ’96 is a Foreign Service
Officer with the U.S. State Department. She
received a master’s degree in international relations from the University of Pittsburgh. She
is married to Timothy Huizar a Texas A&M
Aggie who is likewise a Foreign Service Officer. Currently assigned to Jordan, the couple
and their three children are living in Amman.
Previous assignments have been in Washington, D.C., Bosnia, Croatia, Iraq, Kosovo and
Ireland. Gina and Tim enjoy their work and
appreciate the education, training and circumstances enabling them to represent the United
States in a variety of nations and cultures.
Cary Burr ’97 is working as the vice
president of crane sales at Louisiana-based H
and E Equipment Services, Inc. He’s spent
more than two decades in various roles within
H and E, including time in a sales internship
in 1995.

’30s		

Pearl Alice Anderson (Anderegg) ’37 Att, Jul. 20, UT
Doyle R. Cardon ’35, Jun. 28, UT
Richard J. Costley ’34, Jun. 11, VA
Lloyd R. Hunsaker ’35, May 27, UT
Bruce L. Schmalz ’39, Jul. 4, ID
Royal H. Sorensen ’38, Apr. 26, UT
Barbara T. Stucki (Theurer) ’34, Jul. 6, UT

’40s		

Clemont B. Adams ’49, ’62MS, Jun. 19, UT
George D. Bean ’49, May 14, ID
Clark E. Bell ’43, Dec. 23, ID
Mauvia S. Bradford ’41, May 29, UT
Ila Cox (Kingsford) ’49, May 9, ID
Grant Cullimore ’43, May 29, UT
Mollie Rae Dalton (Baker) ’46 Att, May 20, ID
Wayne Elwin Domingo ’40MS, Jan. 1, CA
Merle Hillman Eskelsen ’49, May 15, ID
Edward A. Ferguson ’49, Jun. 14, UT
Clarence J. Fowkes ’45, Jun. 27, WY
Anna Leola Goodey (Romer) ’49, Jul. 9, UT
George H. Gowans ’47, ’50MS, Jun. 10, UT
Ross S. Hadfield ’47, ’52MS, Feb. 10, ID
Leslie Hafen ’49, Jul. 9, IN
Robert Halstrom ’46 Att, Apr. 28, UT
Blair Hansen ’49, ’51MS, Jun. 11, CA
Katherine Hanson (MacKnight) ’40, May 11, UT
Dowayne D. Jessop ’41 Att, May 18, UT
J. Darold Johnson ’48, ’52MS, Jul. 20, UT
Gayle C. Miller (Crookston) ’48 Att, May 14, UT
Lois Miller (Sedgwick) ’49, Jun. 29, UT
David Moore ’43, Jun. 10, UT
Renee Nielsen (Johnson) ’49 Att, May 31, UT
NaRay H. Ormond ’47, ’48MS, Jul. 27, UT
Anthony W. Pace ’41 Att, Jul. 21, UT
Elna Palmer (Hart) ’40 Att, May 28, UT
Tony J. Peterle ’49, Nov. 15, OH
Wendell Jay Petersen ’48, ’62MS, Apr. 24, UT
Betty Quayle (Klomp) ’47, Jun. 9, UT
Sidney B. Ralph ’41, Apr. 30, ID
Roger W. Sevy ’45 Att, May 12, PA
Jean C. Smith (Christensen) ’42, Jun. 6, CA
Irene Stam (Olson) ’42, Jun. 23, UT
Harold Varr Taylor ’49, May 18, UT
David B. Thompson ’41 Att, Jun. 13, UT
Byron L. Turner ’48, Jul. 8, UT
Burns Watts ’43 Att, Jun. 19, UT

’50s		

William L. Anderson ’50, May 22, UT
Sherwin J. Atkinson ’55, Jun. 30, ID
Stephen F. Barton ’51, May 4, MI
William F. Bones, Jr. ’51, Jan. 24, FL
Don Borgholthaus ’52, ’56MS, May 6, ID
Kenneth James Breen ’57, Jul. 17, UT
Albert John Breznick ’50 Att, Jul. 18, UT
Glen Dean Campbell ’59, May 28, UT
Larry Campbell ’54, May 1, ID
Kathryn Melba Christensen (Armstrong) ’56, Jun. 4
Jacquelyn Clark (Stalder) ’57 Att, Jun. 10, AZ
John M. Dalton ’52, Jun. 18, UT
Bruce Davidson ’57, Jun. 16, UT
James H. Day ’50 Att, Jun. 24, UT
Patricia Gourley ’53, Jun. 22, UT
Dewey L. Griffin ’53, Jul. 13, UT
Edward R. Grunander ’56, Jul. 6, UT
Edward J. Hall ’59 Att, Jul. 18, UT
Ezra D. Harper ’55 Att, Apr. 16, MO
Burton H. Harris ’53, Jun. 13, UT
Lloyd N. Hayes ’50, ’63MS, May 29, UT
Wallace L. Hebertson ’51, Apr. 28, AZ
Robert Herd ’54 Att, Apr. 18, ID
Jo Ann E. Hickman ’51, Jun. 10, UT
Richard S. Hill ’58, May 8, CA
Ross C. Hilton ’51, ’65MS, Apr. 20, UT
Samuel A. Howard ’52, Jul. 23, UT
Leon V. Howell ’56, ’64MED, Jul. 20, ID
Leonard M. Hull ’54, Apr. 24, UT
Weldon M. Hyer ’54, Jun. 10, UT
Louis A. Killpack ’59, Jun. 26, UT
Yvonne B. Knighton (Ballif ) ’53, May 27, UT
Albin M. Kowalewski ’59, Apr. 26, FL
Johnny Krmpotic ’51, Apr. 29, NV
Homer M. LeBaron ’56, ’58MS, Jun. 12, UT
Brant J. Lee ’56, Jun. 18, UT
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IN MEMORIAM

Through July 31, 2012
Nina M. Lindhardt ’57, Jul. 26, WY
Duane Lloyd ’59PHD, Apr. 18, ID
Douglas William Loosle ’52, ’58MS, 		
Jun. 26, UT
Ralph C. Lundgreen ’50, May 26, NV
David B. Manwaring ’52, Jul. 18, ID
Boyd R. Morris ’50, ’65MED, Jul. 12, ID
Harold D. Morris ’53, ’65MS, May 21, WA
Donald E. Nagel ’50, Apr. 29, MI
Reed Neilsen ’59, Jun. 6, UT
Dale L. Nelson ’50, Jul. 7, AZ
Joyce Nelson ’57, Jul. 3, UT
Lynne Paoletti ’59, Jul. 24, UT
Ray A. Pehrson ’53 Att, Apr. 20, UT
Richard J. Phillips ’56, Jun. 1, CA
John G. Pratt ’50, May 21, WA
Delbert C. Purnell ’54MS, Apr. 12, AB
Robert M. Rhodes ’57, May 7, UT
Kilmer O. Roundy ’52, Jun. 26, UT
Carol Fulkerson Simpson (Fulkerson) ’56
Att, Jun. 14, UT
Janice S. Sjogren (Squires) ’53, May 11, CA
Dean O. Skabelund ’57, ’59MS, 		
Apr. 22, UT
Robert I. Smith ’55, ’63PHD, May 2, MD
Naomi Snow (Jenkins) ’55, May 27, UT
Lyle D. Stevens ’50, Jun. 24, UT
Lt Col Harold J. Valentine ’55, Apr. 24, CA
Josey B. Wayman (Barnes) ’51, Jun. 2, CA
Afton Ward Williamson ’53 Att, Jul. 5, UT
Ivaloo J. Yeates (Petersen) ’53, Apr. 27
		
’60s		
Kathleen Allen (McPhee) ’67, Jun. 13, MD
Ronald C. Bennett ’66, ’70MS, ’73PHD,
Apr. 17, ID
Nancy Tibbitts Brizzee ’67, May 26, ID
Terry James Caldwell ’67, Apr. 21, UT
Kay Cheney-Nelsen ’65, Apr. 24, UT
Dennis A. Dirksen ’69EDD, Apr. 25, CA
Suzanne P. Gladstone ’62MS, Apr. 20, MD
Brent Heninger ’62 Att, May 20, UT
Stuart M. Jones ’60, Jul. 2, UT
Michael Reed Levanger ’66, May 22, WA
Sylvia S. Levin (Spekter) ’60, May 3, AZ
Virginia S. McGregor ’61, Jul. 20, UT
Glenn Arwell McKay ’60, Jun. 10, UT
Harry J. Mosher ’61, May 4, UT
Norma R. Nielson ’68, Jul. 11, UT
Larry A. Olsen ’67MS, Jul. 1, UT
Terry Joseph Orme ’69, ’73MS, ’76PHD,
Jun. 11, GA
Alan Fairbanks Pearson ’63, Jul. 18, ID
Dennis Jensen Reeder ’66, Jun. 20, UT
Charles E. Rees ’67, May 8, ID
Nedra Roberts (LEWIS) ’65, Jun. 5, ID
Robert F. Rose ’68, Jun. 25, CT
Clifford D. Russell ’69MED, May 28, CA
Jerry D. Stevenson ’66, Apr. 24, UT
Robert A. Tolman ’61, May 20, CO
Maurine Trussel (Athay) ’60 Att, Jun. 17, UT
Samuel N. Tso ’62, May 9, AZ
Kenneth G. Walker ’68, Jun. 5, ID
Arlen T. Whittington ’62, Jun. 2, MI
Lanny O. Wilson ’68MS, Jul. 24, ID

’70s		
James Ray Andreason ’77 Att, May 5, UT
Vicki J. Barker ’78, Apr. 26, UT
Douglas J. Berry ’73, Jul. 21, UT
Ted L. Birch, Jr. ’71, ’73MA, Jul. 16, UT
Ernest J. Cannava ’77 Att, Jun. 25, DE
Milton E. Carlisle ’70 Att, Apr. 20, UT
Leonard E. Dailey ’75MBA, Jun. 9, CO
John Aubrey Disney ’75, May 16, WA
Tommy R. Gilliam III ’71, May 28, CA
Rodney Brent Goodliffe ’72, Jul. 6, UT
Jon Grandy ’76, Jul. 19, ID
Douglas J. Hall ’77, Jun. 4, UT
Craig Ferris Kennedy ’77, May 7, UT
Gordon Merle McEwen ’73MMA, Jul. 14, UT
Rohn B. McKee ’72, Jul. 7, ID
Luther J. Miller ’73MBA, Apr. 1, FL
Suzanne Nicholson ’74, Jun. 2, UT
Santos S. Pommier ’70 Att, May 23, UT
Marcelline T. Price (Elder) ’73 Att, Jul. 13, UT
Dennis L. Rhodes ’74 Att, Jun. 1, UT

Amy L Sorenson (Bishop) Jul. 4, UT
Wesley Thorngren May 25, UT
James M. Williams Apr. 19, UT
Arthur D. Wise II May 5, UT
Verdin G. Anderson Att, May 11
Carol R. Atkinson (Robinson) Att, Jul. 24
Gene B. Bailey Att, Apr. 2
Vern E. Barnes Att, Jun. 29
Patricia L. Bartholomew Att, Jun. 16, UT
				
Helen B. Beal (Chadwick) Att, May 21
’80s		
Ray H. Bjarnson Att, Jul. 25
Michael Todd Deschamps ’85, Jul. 22, UT
Gary Ray Blodgett Att, Jul. 22, UT
Kairlee Graham (Davidson) ’85 Att, 		
Jan Boline (Harris) Att, May 20, ID
Jul. 8, UT
Therese Bortolussi (Collett) Att, Apr. 26
Deverl Hoskin ’82 Att, Jun. 17, UT
Kenneth D. Bowden Att, Jul. 9
Brian McLain ’86, ’91MS, May 14, ID
Stephen Lewis Bunnell Att, Jul. 18
Kyle W. Nix ’89 Att, Jul. 22, UT
Dave Corbridge Att, Apr. 29
Edward Jerry Schaffer ’80, Jul. 15, UT
Helen S. Crane (Smith) Att, Jul. 1
Betty F. Sorensen ’81, Jun. 26, UT
Don Kirk Curtis Att, May 30
Kyra Sysak ’88, May 1, UT
John Daskalos, Jr. Att, Jul. 19
Paul Davis Att, Mar. 4
		
Norma Dean Att, Apr. 17
’90s		
Jeanne M. Earl Att, Apr. 25
Jeffrey L. Astle ’96, ’98MS, Apr. 19, UT
Craig M. Fehr Att, Apr. 26
Jaimie M. Cuch ’93 Att, Jun. 23, UT
Melvin Woodrow Fillmore Att, May 17
Randall Mont Gilbert ’93, ’93, May 13, UT
Betty L. Gentillon (Leatham) Att, Jun. 26
Ralph G. Jackson ’90, Apr. 18, NM
Darwin Lee Grant Att, Jun. 2
Gloria N. Jensen ’94, May 16, UT
Parley Poppelton Gunnell Att, Apr. 18
Terry Gene Marks ’97, Jun. 28, UT
William J. Harris Att, Jul. 4
Wendy L. Marshall ’94 Att, Jun. 5, ID
Joanna Hout (Edmisten) Att, May 21
Lisa Peterson Montgomery ’95MS, 		
Margeo S. Howell (Stiny) Att, Jul. 19
Jun. 25, UT
Mohammad Jebraili Att, Jun. 10
Charles E. Tinney ’94, ’01MS, ’07PHD,
Clarke Jeppson Att, Jul. 10
Jul. 3, UT
Lee E. Johnson Att, Jun. 2
Norma J. Whitney ’91, ’93MS, Apr. 19, WI
William E. Jones Att, Jun. 28
William Vern Jorgensen Att, Jun. 21
Ted H. Kimball Att, Apr. 29
2000s		
Virginia J. H. Leishman Att, May 4
Ali E. Hostetter (Cole) ’08, Jul. 19, PA
Henry Leydsman Att, Jun. 10
Derek T. Jensen ’00, Jun. 14, AL
June Amanda Marble (Rhodes) Att, Jun. 15
Tyler S. Nield ’04, Jul. 22, UT
Venus Marriage (Jolley) Att, Apr. 14
Melanie Corbett Stoddard ’06, Jul. 5, UT
Tracy Martino , Jul. 31, UT
Justin C. Ward ’05, Apr. 19, MT
Della LaRue McFarland (Laker) Att, May 28
Garth G. Merrill Att, May 10
		
Marguerite Montague (Righini) Att, Mar. 9
2020s		
Roberta R. Neilsen (Reese) Att, Apr. 17
Courtney L. Bair ’13 Att, Nov. 18, UT
Clifford J. Oram Att, Apr. 18
Stephen B. Bruening ’12 Att, May 7, UT
Bara Irene Petersen (Stoddard) Att, Jul. 7
Jean C. Petersen Att, Jul. 5
Bruce R. Peterson Att, May 9
Attenders
		
Elaine Pettingill (Stockdale) Att, May 30
Lewis Allen Apr. 24, UT
Ferron Hale Pickering Att, May 19, UT
Fred Babcock May 14, UT
Kathryn H. Powell (Hoffman) Att, May 7
Tamara Barney May 8, UT
LaPriele Price Att, May 22, UT
Clemont R. Bentley May 27, UT
Kaye V. Reese Att, Apr. 23
Helen B. Crawford (Bell) Nov. 19, ID
Darrell Elton Richey Att, May 21
Jerry R. Dolinski May 21, UT
Antonio J. Salazar , Jul. 8, UT
Helen P. Doulgerakis (Platis) Jun. 2, CA
Marcia W. Sharples (Warner) Att, Jun. 4
Douglas E. Fabert Jun. 25, UT
Kenneth Blaine Silliman Att, Jun. 6
Louis Felice Jun. 10, UT
Hortense Smith (Hogan) Att, May 17
Zachary G. Gamble Apr. 30, UT
Leonard Mahlon Sorensen Att, Jun. 4
Ben Gomez May 17, CA
Emma Lou Stagge Att, Apr. 20
Robert K Kelly Jun. 27, UT
Paul J. Stevens Att, May 30
Beth Ann Lauffer May 20, UT
Raymond D. Stewart Att, Jun. 17
Jerry L Lemon Jul. 11, UT
LeRoy Briggs Thompson Att, May 14
Larry Newby Apr. 25, UT
Vaughn Streator Tingey Att, Apr. 28
Morris G. Nielsen Jul. 21, UT
Dinesh B. Trinidade Att, Jun. 1
Tony Nielson Jun. 3
LaVon Allen Vernon Att, Jun. 16
Sondi A. Paiz Jun. 24, UT
Keith Edward Wanlass , Jun. 28, UT
Ryan Patrick May 4, CO
Richard Lynn Weeks Att, Jun. 22
Jesse Del Peacock Dec. 4, UT
James H. Wheeler Att, Jun. 11
Eugene M. Picco Jun. 8, UT
Marilyn Winsett (Earl) Att, May 3
Clark Powell Jul. 17, UT
Richard E. Powell Jul. 3, UT
		
Glenn J. Procarione Jul. 1, UT
Friends
Maurice Reese Jul. 14, UT
Ruth W. Adams Jun. 29, UT
Becki L Sanchez Apr. 27, UT
Vance Albert Jul. 15, NV
Rudy P. Santistevan Jul. 4, UT
Dona K. Allen May 29, UT
J. R. Scott Apr. 24, UT
Clytie Barber Jun. 24, UT
Mike M. Smith May 22, UT
Phyllis R. Rickert (Rupard) ’78, Jun. 14, ID
Pamela Riddle (Pickett) ’72 Att, Apr. 30, UT
Sue R. Skeen (Richardson) ’73, Jul. 3, ID
Keith R. Thomas ’72, ’79MFA, May 19, WA
Kenneth J. Thompson ’74, Jul. 22, UT
Kuen C. Tu ’70MS, ’73PHD, Apr. 22, WA
Karen Winn ’74 Att, Jun. 24, ID

Paul Barber Jun. 9, UT
Robert O. Barber May 30, UT
Holly Benson May 18, UT
Norma D. Best May 5, UT
Charles Bezyack May 30, UT
Evelyn F. Bills May 1, UT
Willard Dale Bouwman Jun. 7, UT
Richard C. Bowman May 28, UT
Dick Buttars Jun. 9, UT
Tony Cate Aug. 15, WY
Kelly S. Christensen Jul. 17, UT
Mary B. Coleman Jul. 7, CA
Stephen R. Covey Jul. 16, UT
Betty T. Daines (Turner) Jun. 20, UT
LaVar Davis Jul. 27, UT
Lois M. Dimick (McFarland) Apr. 20, UT
Val W. Draper May 6, UT
Sherman Earl Jul. 11, UT
Cheryl Edvalson May 30, UT
Thomas Edwards Jul. 10, ID
Randy Farrimond Jul. 4, UT
Richard F. Fisher May 5, TX
Renette Forbis May 20, UT
Louis R. Gabrielsen Apr. 4, UT
Naida G. Gardner Jun. 15, UT
William A. Griffin Jun. 6, UT
Laura E. Gruener Jan. 16, AZ
Thomas J. Guilfoil Feb. 29, MO
Renee Hamada May 3, UT
Eugene D. Hansen May 13, UT
Leon Harmon Jan. 2, TX
Max Hatch Apr. 21, UT
Phyllis C. Helsten (Crawford) May 11, UT
John L. Hepworth Jul. 12, UT
Donald Herbert May 24, UT
Mark Hurd May 20, UT
Yvonne Craner Hurst Jun. 1, CO
Suzanne R. Jenkins Jun. 14, UT
Kate Jewkes May 29, UT
Malcolm Justice Apr. 25, UT
Glade L. Larsen Jun. 17, UT
Earl W. Leonard Apr. 16, UT
Jack M. Lewis Apr. 16, UT
Gladis C. Limbird Mar. 12, AZ
Virginia K. Magleby Apr. 22, UT
Nancy Lynn Mahleres Apr. 17, UT
Ruth Miller Jun. 8, UT
Tess Milovich Jul. 20, NY
Ann Taylor Mumford Jul. 16
Uvonna Nash Jul. 14, UT
John M. Parker Aug. 4, UT
Dorothy C. Peay Jun. 21, UT
Diane Poulsen Apr. 27, UT
Robert W. Powers Jul. 29, UT
Lucile Pratt Jun. 11
Fred Roberts Pryor Jul. 26, UT
Ruth S. Rich May 14, UT
Leon D. Robinson Jun. 7, UT
Elizabeth Schmidt May 26, UT
Helen Schmidt Jun. 25, UT
Donna Segler May 9, UT
Barton Sensenig Jun. 22, MD
Richard C. Sharp May 19, UT
William A. Shelton Jul. 9, UT
John Silvester Jul. 1, UT
Rheva G. Smart Jun. 14, UT
Eugene Sorensen Jun. 26, ID
Jonathan Sweet Jun. 30, UT
Thomas Trolson May 26, UT
Ralph B. Udy Apr. 20, TX
Terri L. Vail Jul. 10, UT
Linda A. Wallin Jul. 19, UT
Leslie Wangsgaard May 20, UT
Gary Warren Jun. 23, UT
Chayse Michael Whiteman Apr. 29, UT
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Keep in Touch
Help us keep your record current, including job changes and email addresses.
1-888-OLD-MAIN (653-6246)
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A future worth

for

Open a UESP account and start saving today.
Saving for your loved one’s higher education
is one of the best ways to show confidence in
their bright future. When you save with the Utah
Educational Savings Plan (UESP) you help make
that future possible.
• Tax advantages
• No minimum contributions
• Low fees

A nonprofit 529 college savings program

800.418.2551 | uesp.org

Read the Program Description for more information and consider all investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses
before investing. Call 800.418.2551 for a copy of the Program Description or visit uesp.org.
Investments are not guaranteed by UESP, the Utah State Board of Regents, UHEAA, or any other state or federal
agency. However, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insurance is provided for the FDIC-insured savings
account. Please read the Program Description to learn about the FDIC-insured savings account. Your
investment could lose value.
Non-Utah taxpayers and residents: You should determine whether the state in which you or your beneficiary
pay taxes or live offers a 529 plan that provides state tax or other benefits not otherwise available to you by
investing in UESP. You should consider such state tax treatment and benefits, if any, before investing in UESP.
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